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కృ ష కం ౨

{॥ కృ ష కం ౨ ॥}

(వలర)

కృష మమ  Radha is filled with Krishna's love,

 మమ హః । Krishna is filled with Radha's love;

వన ధ తం In life it is the only wealth,

కృష గరమ ॥ Radha and Krishna-- they are my refuge. 1

కృషస ణం  Radha is the wealth of Krishna,

ః ణం హః । Krishna is the wealth of Radha;

వన ధ తం In life it is the only wealth,

కృష గరమ ॥ Radha and Krishna-- they are my refuge. 2

కృష ణమ  Radha is filled with Krishna's life,

 ణమ హః । Krishna is filled with Radha's life;

వన ధ తం In life it is the only wealth,

కృష గరమ ॥ Radha and Krishna-- they are my refuge. 3

కృష మ  Radha is filled with Krishna's essence,

 మ హః । Krishna is filled with Radha's essence;

వన ధ తం In life it is the only wealth,

కృష గరమ ॥ Radha and Krishna-- they are my refuge. 4

కృష ం  Radha's abode is Krishna's home,

  హః । Krishna's abode is Radha's home;

వన ధ తం In life it is the only wealth,

కృష గరమ ॥ Radha and Krishna-- they are my refuge. 5
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కృష  ం  Radha resides in the mind of Krishna,

త  హః । Krishna resides in the mind of Radha;

వన ధ తం In life it is the only wealth,

కృష గరమ ॥ Radha and Krishna-- they are my refuge. 6

మ ధ  Radha is clad in garments of blue,

మ ధ హః । Krishna is clad in garments of yellow;

వన ధ తం In life it is the only wealth,

కృష గరమ ॥ Radha and Krishna-- they are my refuge. 7

వృ వశ  Radha is the Queen of Brindavana,

కృ  వృ వశరః । Krishna is the King of Brindavana;

వన ధ తం In life it is the only wealth,

కృష గరమ ॥ Radha and Krishna-- they are my refuge. 8

॥ ఇ  వలరకృతం కృ ష కం సర ॥
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